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There is a significant current surge when a filament lamp is first switched on. 
Propose a theoretical model and investigate it experimentally.

Problem No. 1 “Filament”

http://www.kapturegroup.com/ph_ka_htmls/bulb.html



[Andrei Selivanov 2006]

 What physical parameters of the system may be relevant? (voltage of the power supply? 
resistance of the filament as a function of temperature? inductance of the filament? heat 
conductivity of contact wires and the gas? surface properties of the filament?)

 What is the time dependence of current and temperature in the filament as the lamp is 
switched on? Can a simple theoretical model be proposed?

 Is there a way to directly measure the temperature of the filament and other elements of the 
lamp?

 What are the maximum possible values of inrush current in a real filament?



  

 No. 10 “Tungsten lamp” (IYPT 2003): “The resistance of the tungsten filament 
in a light bulb shows a strong temperature dependence. Build and demonstrate 
a device based on this characteristic.”

Vladimir Baskakov and Evgeny Smirnov, 2003

IYPT history
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Suspend a Slinky vertically and let it fall freely. Investigate the characteristics 
of the Slinky's free-fall motion.

Problem No. 2 “Slinky”

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slinky



  

 Time interval of 1/15 s. Total duration of ca. 0.4 s. Height of one brick of 20 cm.

http://www.clemson.edu/phys-car/fun/slinky/index.html
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How important are 
the geometrical 
distortions from a 
wide-angle camera?

[Alexander Polkanov 2007]

 Does the spring follow the Hook’s law? Is there a 
dependence of total elastic force on elongation?

 What parameters may be experimentally controlled 
as the Slinky is suspended? (initial length, stiffness 
and mass of the Slinky? forces and mechanical 
tensions in different points of the Slinky?)

 What is the “density distribution” of a  suspended 
Slinky? Can it be defined as a number of loops per 
unit length?

 Where is the center of masses of a suspended 
Slinky?

 When the Slinky is released, how do the bottom end 
and the top end move?

 When the Slinky is released, what is the 
displacement and the acceleration of the center of 
masses? How does the moment of inertia and other 
relevant parameters depend on time?

 How stable is the vertical orientation of a falling 
Slinky? Is there a rotation around the center of 
masses during the free fall? Is the angular speed of 
such a rotation constant over the time span of a free 
fall? How and when do possible transitions of 
rotational and oscillatory modes take place?

 Can a Slinky undergo oscillations at zero gravity?
 Is it worth modeling the system numerically? Is it 

difficult to compile a program having all important 
parameters as input values?
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What information can be retrieved from such 
movies?

Coordinates, speeds and accelerations of the 
bottom and the top ends, but also of the 
individual loops?

Compression in the propagating shock wave?

Rotational motion before and after Slinky’s 
collapse? 

Why the bottom 
end is immobile?

[Sergey Laryushkin 2007]
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What can be observed when two water jets collide at different angles?

Problem No. 3 “Water jets”

S. I. Voropayev et al. Phys. Fluids, 15, 11, 3429–3433 (2003)



  

IYPT history

 Interaction of jets (3rd YPT, 1981)
 “Two water jets collide at a certain angle. Describe and explain the 

interaction of the jets. Consider the case d1>d2 and u1≪u2, where d and u 
are diameter and speed of a jet.”



  [Andrei Selivanov 2006]

Coaxial, frontal collision of cylindrical jets leads to a disk…



  

Coplanar angle impact leads to an asymmetrical water sheet…

[Andrei Selivanov 2006]



  

Jets merge and demonstrate a “drill bit” effect at side impact…

[Andrei Selivanov 2006]



  

Questions
 Hey, the problem does not say a word of where do the jets collide, in air or in water. 

Should both cases be investigated, or there are particular grounds for a choice?
 What possible types of post-collision patterns can be observed? Is a logical, physically 

validated classification possible? (circular sheets? asymmetrical sheets? merging into a 
single jet? more?)

 What initial parameters can be tuned (translational, angular displacement of the jets? 
linear speed, diameter, cross-section profile of the jets? surface tension?)

 What parameters of the appearing sheets, or other structures, should be investigated? 
(critical radius? spatial orientation? shape? velocities? stability?)

 What is the total energy of a jet before impact, and can it be described as a sum of a 
few contributions? (kinetic, surface energies?) How is the energy re-distributed after 
collision?

 What physical interactions determine the ultimate shape and size of a water sheet? 
Why the sheet splits into droplets at a certain point?

 How to best record and analyze the formation or the stability of the post-collision 
patterns? How stable and reproducible they are, if the experiment is repeated? Are 
there any parameters that are appropriately described by a statistical distribution?



mg

How do the orientation and shape of liquid sheets 
depend on translational or angular displacement 
of jets, on their velocity, cross-section, and other 
relevant parameters?

[Sergei Veresov, Dmitry Efimov 2006]
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Pull a thread through the button holes as shown in the picture. The button 
can be put into rotating motion by pulling the thread. One can feel some 
elasticity of the thread. Explain the elastic properties of such a system.

Problem No. 4 “Spring thread”

Vadim Vorobyov and matematyka.wroc.pl, 2007
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 Spinning Button Toys for Boys’ Party Favour Bags (kids-theme-parties.com), http://www.kids-

theme-parties.com/spinning-button-toys-for-boys-party-favour-bags/
 The Button Flywheel Toy (cosmos.bgsu.edu), 

http://cosmos.bgsu.edu/STEMinPark/takeHomeActivites/2013/ButtonFlywheel.pdf
 How To Use Make Your Buzz Saw Toy - DIY Thread Spinner (youtube.com, from igor30, Mar 5, 

2013), https://youtu.be/ou9qr0jA1_M
 Thread Spinner - The Button-Thread Toy - Buzz Saw Toy (youtube.com, from voodoo30x, Feb 22, 

2013), https://youtu.be/-QMmfDhrZxg



  

Problem No. 5 “Razor blade”

A razor blade is placed gently on a water surface. A charged body brought 
near the razor makes it move away. Describe the motion of the razor if an 
external electric field is applied.





  

Questions
 Above all, what is the cause for the motion of the razor blade? If you propose an explanation, does it 

look as a subject to direct experimental proof or disproof?
 What are the “repulsive” and “attractive” forces relevant to the effect? What are their values or 

relative ratios?
 Is there anything special about the razor? Is the phenomenon possible with metal needles, or any 

other metal, or non-metal objects? Are the sharp edges or the razor material essentially important?
 What is the influence of the spatial position, size, shape, charge distribution and total charge of the 

charged body? How to best charge a body (with a Wimshurst machine?) Are there boundary 
conditions for electric field near the (dielectric?) water surface?

 How to best measure the shape of the water surface at any moment of time (with a camera from a 
relevant angle? with a laser beam?)

 Is it possible to describe mathematically the shape of the deformed surface? Is the math describing 
the deformations for the surface similar to that of an elastic circular membrane? Does the sufrace 
oscillate when the charged body is rapidly removed? Is it worth modeling the system numerically? 

 Is the razor blade polarized in an electric field? It is relevant to the phenomenon?
 What is the role of the surface tension in the problem? The surface tension of the water is 

dependent on the electric field. Does it influence on the effect?
 How do the acceleration, speed and position of the razor blade depend on the key parameters? In a 

long run, would the razor move with the same speed as the charged body?
 How significant are energy losses, such as the viscous friction? How fast is the body discharged, 

and how it influences on the effect?



  

[SUNC UrGU 2007]



  

Reading
 G. I. Taylor and A. D. McEwen. The stability of a horizontal fluid interface in a vertical electric field. 

J. Fluid Mech. 1, 22, 1–15 (1965), 
http://pages.csam.montclair.edu/~yecko/ferro/oldpapers/DIRECTORY_Normal_Field_Instability/Tayl
orMcEwan_NormElecFieldInstab_JFM1965.pdf

 G. Taylor. Disintegration of water drops in an electric field. Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A, Math. Phys. Sci. 
280, 383–397 (1964)

 V. A. Briskman and G. F. Shaidurov. Parametric excitation of fluid instability in magnetic and electric 
fields. Magnetohydrodynamics 5, 3, 10–12 (1969)

 C.-S. Yih. Stability of a horizontal fluid interface in a periodic vertical electric field. Phys. Fluids 11, 
7, 1447–1449 (1968)

 T. B. Jones. Interfacial parametric electrohydrodynamics of insulating dielectric liquids. J. Appl. 
Phys. 43, 11, 4400–4404 (1972)

 V. G. Nevolin. Parametric excitation of surface waves. J. Eng. Phys. 47, 6, 1482–1494 (1984)
 A. Moukengué Imano, A. Beroual. Deformation of water droplets on solid surface in electric field. J. 

Colloid Interface Sci. 298, 2, 869–879 (2006) 
 O. A. Basaran and E. L. Scriven. Axisymmetrical shapes and stability of pendant and sessile drops 

in an electric field. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 140, 10–30 (1990)
 N. Dubash and A. J. Mestel. Behaviour of a conducting drop in a highly viscous fluid subject to an 

electric field. J. Fluid Mech. 581, 469–493 (2007)
 H. K. Yeoh and O. A. Basaran. Equilibrium shapes and stability of a liquid film subjected to a 

nonuniform electric field. Phys. Fluids 19, 11, 114111 (2007) 



  

Reading
 P. R. Chiarot, S. I. Gubarenko, R. Ben Mrad, and P. E. Sullivan. On the pulsed and transitional 

behavior of an electrified fluid interface. J. Fluids Eng. - Trans. of the ASME 131, 9, 091202 (2009)
 S. I. Gubarenko, P. Chiarot, R. Ben Mrad, and P. E. Sullivana. Plane model of fluid interface 

rupture in an electric field. Phys. Fluids 20, 4, 043601 (Apr. 2008)
 E. V. Shiryaeva, V. A. Vladimirov, and M. Y. Zhukov. Theory of rotating electrohydrodynamic flows 

in a liquid film. Phys. Rev. E  80, 4, 041603 (Oct. 2009)
 A. Bateni, A. Ababneh, J. A. W. Elliott, A. W. Neumann, and A. Amirfazli. Effect of gravity and 

electric field on shape and surface tension of drops. In: Low gravity phenomena and cond. matter 
experiments in space. Advances in space research 36, 1, 64–69, Sp. Iss. 2005, 

 A. Bateni, S. Laughton, H. Tavana, S. S. Susnar, A. Amirfazli, and A. W. Neumann. Effect of 
electric fields on contact angle and surface tension of drops. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 283, 1, 215–
222 (2005)

 A. Bateni, S. S. Susnar, A. Amirfazli, and A. W. Neumann. Development of a new methodology to 
study drop shape and surface tension in electric fields. Langmuir 20, 18, 7589–7597 (2004)

 M. J. Miksis. Shape of a drop in an electric-field. Phys. Fluids 24, 1967 (1981)
 A. A. Shutov. The shape of a drop in a constant electric field. Technical Physics 47, 12, 1501–

1508 (Dec. 2002)
 Contact angle measurements of sessile drops deformed by a DC electric field (eeh.ee.ethz.ch), 

http://www.eeh.ee.ethz.ch/uploads/tx_ethpublications/roero_Contact_angle_measurements_of_se
ssile.pdf



  

It has been said that if you are sinking in soft mud, you should not move 
vigourously to try to get out. Make a model of the phenomenon and study 
its properties.

Problem No. 6 “Rheology”

Katya Gorelova, Oleg Kuvaev, Magazinčik BO, September 1, 2004



  

“It has been said…”

- Why aren’t you getting out?
- If I try to get out I’ll drown much faster, it’s obvious!

La Chêvre, Francis Veber, Gaumont-Fideline films-Conaciné, 1981



  



  

Major mud myths

1. If stuck, don’t move;
2. If stuck, impossible to get out;
3. If stuck, one drowns ;-)



  

Questions

 What model system is reasonable for experiments (mud? clay?...)
 What are the rheological properties exhibited by the system, and how to describe and 

measure them?
 What is the physical cause for such a rheological behavior? Is the fluid in question 

Newtonian or non-Newtonian, and why?
 What is the average density of a human vs average density of mud? What are the 

interactions between the human body and the fluid?
 How to describe and visualize the flow lines and pressure fields around the immersed 

body?
 Is the viscosity or other mechanical properties constant under shearing, or other 

mechanical agitation, or under no agitation? What are the time dependences?
 Are the experiments reproducible?
 Is it grounded to speak of similarity between your model and a real sinking human, and 

how to validate such a conclusion?



  

Reading
 A. Khaldoun, G. Wegdam, E. Eiser and D. Bonn. Quicksand! Europhys. News, 37, 4, 18–19 (2006)
 Daniel Bonn. Les sables mouvants, la conférence organisée par l’École normale supérieure, 3 

déc. 2005, http://www.savoirs.ens.fr/diffusion/video/2005_12_03_bonn_adsl.zip
 Rheological measurements (physics.mun.ca), 

http://web.archive.org/web/20040413184927/http://www.physics.mun.ca/~phabdas/physics/rheo.ht
ml

 Wikipedia: Rheology, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rheology
 Wikipedia: Mud, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mud
 Wikipedia: Quick sand, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quick_sand
 Wikipedia: Atterberg limits, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atterberg_limits
 Wikipedia: Liquid limit, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid_limit
 Wikipedia: Sable mouvant, http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sable_mouvant
 M. B. McBride and P. Baveye. Diffuse Double-Layer Models, Long-Range Forces, and Ordering in 

Clay Colloids. Soil Sci. Soc. Amer. J. 66, 1207–1217 (2002), 
http://web.archive.org/web/20081123031219/http://intl-
soil.scijournals.org/cgi/content/full/66/4/1207

 А. А. Тагер. Физико-химия полимеров. — М.: Химия, 1968
 С. Воюцкий. Курс коллоидной химии. — М.: Химия, 1975, стр. 418, 350
 Н. П. Песков. Физико-химические основы коллоидной науки. — М., Л.: ГХТИ ОНТИ, 1934, стр. 

399 — 401



  

Some insects, such as crickets, produce a rather impressive sound by rubbing 
together two parts of their body. Investigate this phenomenon. Build a device 
producing a sound in a similar way.

Problem No. 7 “Crickets”



  

Hory, Belarus, August 27, 2006



Open air observations

 A night grasshopper (?) hidden in Artemisia in Hory, 
Belarus on August 17, 2006

 Periodic chirps, or intensity pulsations, each 1/17 s
 The signal is noisy, no carrier frequency visible

 An unidentified grasshopper (?) at Lyoni Golikova, St 
Petersburg, Russia on September 18, 2006

 Periodic chirps, or intensity pulsations, each 1/38 s
 The signal is noisy, no carrier frequency visible



The sound produced by crickets is covered 
extensively in the literature.

How to approach the problem from a physical 
perspective, and adequately classify the 
features, mechanisms, and types of sound for 
various species?
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Is a popular essay on entomology 
a credible source? :-)



  

Questions
 What is a stridulation, and how well is it investigated in crickets and other insects? While the crickets rub their 

wings together, the exact mechanism may be quite different in other species. How are the oscillations 
generated?

 Nocke has shown that the harp, or the sound-emitting element, in cricket Gryllus campestris, is a resonator 
sharply tuned to 4.5 kHz with a Q-factor of 25. What modes of oscillations are dominant? How are the 
oscillations excited? What determines the natural frequency (size, shape, thickness, spatial orientation, 
mechanical properties of a body part? contact area, profile, friction factor?)

 What are the spectra and the time-resolved features of the produced sounds? How reproducible it is the 
sound? How the properties of the sound may be matched with the actual motion of particular body parts, and 
with their structure?

 If a particular experimental devise is developed and constructed, how can it be compared with a real insect? 
What are the parameters and criteria to compare the real and the artificial sounds? Should we aim only at 
having an appropriate mechanism, or also at having a close or an identical sound?

 What total acoustic energy is produced by a cricket? Why the singing of the crickets appears quite a loud?
 What parameters describe the sound produced by the cricket? Which of them are “physical” and which are 

“subjective”? (timber? pleasantness? tone color? volume? pitch?)
 It seems to be reasonable to record the sound produced by the real insects. It is possible to locate them in 

the field? Would they produce the same sound in captivity? What should be the requirements for the sound-
recording equipment?

 Is there a room for theoretical investigation and/or modeling?
 What new we can add to this profoundly researched problem, besides building a device with tooth-scraper 

contacts and a membrane?



  

Reading
 Wikipedia: Stridulation, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stridulation
 Yin P. Hung and Kenneth N. Prestwich. Is significant acoustic energy found in the audible and 

ultrasonic harmonics in cricket calling songs? J. Ortoptera Research 13, 2, 63–71 (2004), 
http://academics.holycross.edu/files/biology/HungPrestwich_JOR_v13_p63.pdf

 M. J. Fitzpatrick and D. A. Gray. Divergence between the courtship songs of the field crickets 
Gryllus texensis and Gryllus rubens (Orthoptera, Gryllidae). Ethology 107, 1075–1085 (2001)

 L. Bradley and R. Gibson, Cricket Management (University of Arizona, 1998)
 У. Брэгг. Мир света, мир звука. — М.: Наука, 1967, стр. 276—280
 Л. Асламазов. Почему звучит скрипка // Квант, №10, 1975
 H. C. Bennet-Clark. A particle velocity microphone for the song of small insects and other acoustic 

measurements. J. Exp. Biol. 108, 459–463 (1984)
 Günter Kämper and M. Dambach. Low-frequency airborne vibrations generated by crickets during 

singing and aggression. J. Insect Physiol. 31, 12, 925–929 (1985)
 Uwe T. Koch, Christopher J. H. Elliott, Karl-Heinz Schäffner, and Hans-Ulrich Kleindienst. The 

mechanics of stridulation of the cricket Gryllus campestris. J. Comp. Physiol. A 162, 213–223 
(1988)

 F-Les Organes stridulatoires des Insectes (aramel.free.fr), 
http://aramel.free.fr/INSECTES5terter.shtml

 Common Mole Cricket and Calling Songs - Gryllotalpa pluvialis (brisbaneinsects.com, 2007), 
http://www.brisbaneinsects.com/brisbane_grasshoppers/MoleCricket.htm 



  

Reading
 R. O. Stephen and J. C.Hartley. Sound production in crickets. J. Exper. Biology 198, 2139–2152 

(1995)
 J. F. A. Poulet and B. Hedwig. Tympanic membrane oscillations and auditory receptor activity in 

the stridulating cricket Gryllus Bimaculatis. J. Exp. Biology 204, 1281–1293 (2001)
 Fernando Montealegre-Z and Andrew C. Mason. The mechanics of sound production in 

Panacanthus pallicornis (Orthoptera: Tettigoniidae: Conocephalinae): the stridulatory motor 
patterns. J. Exp. Biology 208, 1219–1237 (2005)

 Louise Kulzer. House Crickets (Bug of the Month, 1998), 
http://crawford.tardigrade.net/bugs/BugofMonth31.html



  

Water droplets form on a glass filled with cold water. Explain the phenomenon 
and investigate the parameters that determine the size and number of droplets 
on the glass.

Problem No. 8 “Condensation”



  

Questions
 How to define “condensation”? Is it a first-order, or second-order phase transition? What happens to entropy of the 

system during a condensation?
 What is the temperature dependence for maximum density of water vapor? How to measure or derive such a 

dependence?
 What is common and what is different between natural due formation in the mornings and our problem?
 Is the condensation possible on an ideally smooth glass?
 Is the molecular mean free path relevant to the average distance between droplets at the beginning of 

condensation? What are the values for mean free path in saturated and oversaturated vapor?
 What determines the shape of droplets? At what visible radius a droplet can be considered a spherical segment? Is 

there a way to directly measure the exact 3D shape of droplets?
 If volume is fixed, what has a larger surface area, a single large drop or multiple small droplets? What about the 

mass?
 How to maintain and measure the water temperature?
 Are the air flows around the glass relevant? Is condensation possible at zero air flows? Is it possible that 

condensation stops under certain air flow speed?
 Is the curvature of the glass relevant?
 Why droplets do not immediately slide downwards?
 What is the role of the contact angle for the surface?
 Does the observed condensation initially lead to individual droplets (droplet condensation) or thin film (film 

condensation)? What is the difference between them? Under what contact angles the droplet condensation 
becomes a film one?



  



  

Reading
 Condendation. In: Richard W. Johnson. The Handbook of Fluid Dynamics (Springer Science & 

Business Media, 1998), p. 17–18, https://books.google.com/books?id=JBTlucgGdegC
 Karen Hill. How Does Condensation Form On Mirrors and What Is the Difference Between 

Dropwise and Filmwise Condensation? (superbeefy.com, 2010), http://superbeefy.com/how-does-
condensation-form-on-mirrors-and-what-is-the-difference-between-dropwise-and-filmwise-
condensation/

 Hong Zhao and Daniel Beysens. From Droplet Growth to Film Growth on a Heterogeneous 
Surface: Condensation Associated with a Wettability Gradient. Langmuir, 11, 2, 627–634 (1995)

 I. Ya. Tokar', V. A. Sirenko, and N. P. Yurchenko. Calculation of droplet condensation. J. Eng. 
Physics 41, 1, 691–696 (1981)

 R.N. Leach, F. Stevens, S.C. Langford, and J.T. Dickinson. Dropwise condensation: Experiments 
and simulations of nucleation and growth of water drops in a cooling system. Langmuir 22, 21, 
8864–8872 (2006), http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2631394/ 

 P. Meakin. Dropwise condensation: the deposition growth and coalescence of fluid droplets. 
Phys. Scr. T44, 31 (1992)

 V. Berndt, S. Zunft, and H. Müller-Steinhagen. Theoretical and Experimental Study on Dropwise 
Condensation in Plate Heat Exchangers (5th Eur. Thermal-Sciences Conf., 2008), 
http://www.eurotherm2008.tue.nl/Proceedings_Eurotherm2008/papers/Heat_Exchange_Systems/
HEX_21.pdf

 N. Fatica and D. L. Katz. Dropwise Condensation. Chem. Eng. Progress 45, 661–674 (1949)



  

Reading
 J. W. Rose and L. R. Glicksman. Dropwise Condensation – the Distribution of Drop Sizes. Int. J. 

Heat Mass Transfer 16, 411–425 (1973)
 J. W. Rose. Further Aspects of Dropwise Condensation Theory. Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer 19, 

1363–1370 (1976)
 J. W. Rose. Dropwise Condensation Theory and Experiment: A Review. Proc. Instn Mech Engrs 

Vol. 216 Part A: J. Power and Energy (2002), pp. 115–128
 H. Tanaka. A theoretical study of Dropwise Condensation. Trans. ASME J. Heat Transfer 97, 72–

78 (1975)
 H. W. Wu and J. R. Maa. On the Heat Transfer in Dropwise Condensation. Chem. Eng. Journal, 

12, 225–231 (1976)
 G. Koch, D. C. Zhang, and A. Leipertz. Condensation of steam on the surface of hard coated 

copper discs. Heat and Mass Transfer 32, 3, 149–156 (1997)
 F. Stevens. Drop-wise condensation (wsu.edu), 

http://public.wsu.edu/~jtd/presentations/forrest/StevensDroplets_ShowcaseFinal.ppt



  

Place a droplet of ball pen ink on a water surface. The droplet begins to 
move. Explain the phenomenon.

Problem No. 9 “Ink droplet”

http://www.mie.utoronto.ca/labs/MUSSL/Spray-Characterization.htm



  

Where does the droplet move to?

 On the surface?
 Similar to camphor on water?
 Ink is not easily miscible?
 Interfacial tension gradient?

 Down the surface?
 Vortex rings and fragmentation?
 Ink is easily miscible?
 Similar to miscible Rayleigh-Taylor instability?



  

Reading (Marangoni propulsion)
 S. Nakata, Y. Iguchi, S. Ose, M. Kuboyama, T. Ishii, and K. Yoshikawa. Self-rotation of a camphor 

scraping on water: New insight into the old problem. Langmuir 13, 4454-4458 (1997)
 Rayleigh. Measurements of the amount of oil necessary in order to check the motions of camphor 

upon water. Proc. R. Soc. Lond. 47, 364–367 (1889)
 H. Masoud and H. A. Stone. A reciprocal theorem for Marangoni propulsion. J. Fluid Mech. 741, R4 

(2014), http://www.cims.nyu.edu/~hmasoud/JFM_Rapids_2_2014.pdf
 LECTURE 4: Marangoni flows (mit.edu), http://web.mit.edu/2.21/www/Lec-

notes/Surfacetension/Lecture4.pdf
 D. Tsemakh, O. M. Lavernteva, and A. Mir. On the locomotion of a drop, induced by the internal 

secretion of surfactant. Int. J. Multiphase Flow 30, 1337–1367 (2004)
 S. Yabunaka, T. Ohta, and N. Yoshinaga. Self-propelled motion of a fluid droplet under chemical 

reaction. J. Chem. Phys. 136, 074904 (2012), arXiv:1203.0593 [nlin.PS]
 E. Lauga and A. M. J. Davis. Viscous Marangoni propulsion. J.  Fluid  Mech. 705, 120-133 (2012), 

http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/lauga/papers/69.pdf
 Droplet of ballpoint ink in water (why) (physicsforums.com, 2014), 

https://www.physicsforums.com/threads/droplet-of-ballpoint-ink-in-water-why.784140/





  

Reading (vortex rings, miscible instabilities)
 C. Sears, F. T. Arecchi, P. K. Buah-Bassuah, F. Francini, and S. Residori. Fragmentation of a drop 

as it falls in a lighter miscible fluid. Phys. Rev. E 54, 1, 424-429 (1996), 
http://fox.ino.it/home/arecchi/SezA/fis236.pdf

 P. K. Buah-Bassuah, R. Rojas, S. Residori, and F. T. Arecchi. Fragmentation instability of a liquid 
drop falling inside a heavier miscible fluid. Phys. Rev. E 72, 067301 (2005), 
http://www.ino.it/home/arecchi/SezA/fis334.pdf

 F. T. Arecchi, P. K. Buah-Bassuah, and C. Perez-Garcia. Fragment Formation in the Break-Up of a 
Drop Falling in a Miscible Liquid. Europhys. Lett. 15, 4, 429-434 (1991), 
http://www.inoa.it/~arecchi/SezA/fis184.pdf

 S. Residori, P. K. Buah-Bassuah, and F. T. Arecchi. Fragmentation instabilities of a drop as it falls 
in a miscible fluid. Eur. Phys. J. Special Topics 146, 357–374 (2007), 
http://www.inoa.it/home/arecchi/SezA/fis347.pdf

 W. C. Levengood. Instability Effects in Vortex Rings Produced with Liquids. Nature 181, 1680 
(1958)

 Wikipedia: Rayleigh-Taylor instability, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rayleigh
%E2%80%93Taylor_instability

 Капля воды, упавшая в воду: фотографии И. В. Петрянова, Детская Энциклопедия, т. 3. — М.: 
Просвещение, 1966, вкл. м/стр 512—513

 М. А. Лаврентьев, Б. В. Шабат. Проблемы гидродинамики и их математические модели. — М.: 
Наука, 1973, стр. 378—381



  

Reading (vortex rings, miscible instabilities)
 P.-G. de Gennes, F. Brochard-Wyart, D. Quéré. Gouttes, bulles, perles et ondes (Paris, éd. Belin, 

2002), pp. 38–67
 Р. Вуд. Вихревые кольца // Опыты в домашней лаборатории: «Библиотечка Квант», вып. 4. — 

 М.: Наука, 1981, стр. 13—17, 
http://publ.lib.ru/ARCHIVES/B/''Bibliotechka_''Kvant''/''Bibliotechka_''Kvant'',v.004.(1981).%5Bdjv-
fax%5D.zip

 С. Шабанов, В. Шубин. О вихревых кольцах // Опыты в домашней лаборатории: «Библиотечка 
Квант», вып. 4. ― М.: Наука, 1981, стр. 18—25, 
http://publ.lib.ru/ARCHIVES/B/''Bibliotechka_''Kvant''/''Bibliotechka_''Kvant'',v.004.(1981).%5Bdjv-
fax%5D.zip

 М. Ван-Дайк. Альбом течений жидкости и газа. — М.: Мир, 1986, стр. 65
 Snezhana Abarzhi, James Glimm, and An-Der Lin. Rayleigh-Taylor instability for fluids with a finite 

density contrast (sunysb.edu, 2002), ftp://ams.sunysb.edu/pub/papers/2002/susb02_07.pdf
 Л. Д. Ландау, Е. М. Лифшиц. Теоретическая физика, т. 6: Гидродинамика. — М.: Наука, 1986, 

стр. 57—59
 Л. Прандтль — О. Титьенс. Гидро- и аэромеханика, т.1, М., Л.: ГТТИ, 1933, стр. 21—26



  



  

A boat can be propelled by means of a candle and metal tubing with two 
open ends (an example is shown in the picture). Explain how such a boat is 
propelled and optimize your design for maximum velocity.

Problem No. 10 “Steam boat”



  



  

IYPT history

 Problem No. 10 “Sound cart” (IYPT 2002)
 Construct and demonstrate a device that can be propelled solely by sound. 

Investigate its properties.



 There was a problem in a hydrodynamics book that was being 
discussed by all the physics students.

 The problem is this: You have an S-shaped lawn sprinkler - an S-
shaped pipe on a pivot - and the water squirts out at right angles to 
the axis and makes it spin in a certain direction. Everybody knows 
which way it goes around; it backs away from the outgoing water.

 Now the question is this: If you had a lake, or swimming pool - a big 
supply of water - and you put the sprinkler completely under water, 
and sucked the water in, instead of squirting it out, which way would it 
turn? Would it turn the same way as it does when you squirt water out 
into the air, or would it turn the other way?

 The answer is perfectly clear at first sight.
 The trouble was, some guy would think it was perfectly clear one way, 

and another guy would think it was perfectly clear the other way.
 So everybody was discussing it.

 I remember at one particular seminar, or tea, somebody went nip to 
Prof John Wheeler and said, "Which way do you think it goes 
around?”

 Wheeler said, "Yesterday, Feynman convinced me that it went 
backwards. Today, he's convinced me equally well that it goes around 
the other way. I don't know what he'll convince me of tomorrow!"

R. P. Feynman, Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman, (Norton, New York, NY, 1985), pp. 63–65
E. Mach. Die Mechanik in Ihrer Entwicklung Historisch-Kritisch Dargerstellt (1883)



  

Reading
 I. Finnie, R. L. Curl. Physics in a toy boat. Am. J. Phys 31, 289–293 (1963), 

http://web.archive.org/web/20100720025700/http://engineering.union.edu/~andersoa/mer439/puttputtpropulsio
n3.pdf

 J. G. Baker. Self-induced vibrations. Trans. Am. Soc. Mechanical Engineers 55, APM-55-2, 5-13 (1933)
 R. S. Mackay. Boat driven by thermal oscillations. Am. J. Phys. 26, 8, 583–584 (1958)
 J. S. Miller. Physics in a toy boat. Am. J. Phys. 26, 3, 199 (1958)
 H. Richard Crane. The Pop-Pop boat. Phys. Teach. 35, 3, 176–177 (1997), http://www.nmia.com/~vrbass/pop-

pop/aapt/crane.htm
 Alejandro Jenkins. An elementary treatment of the reverse sprinkler. Am. J. Phys. 72, 10, 1276–1282 (2004), 

arXiv:physics/0312087v3 [physics.flu-dyn]
 M. P. Paidoussis, M. Tetreault-Friend. Aspirating cantilevers and reverse sprinklers. Am. J. Phys. 77, 4, 349–

353 (2009)
 E. Creutz. Feynman's reverse sprinkler. Am. J. Phys. 73, 3, 198–199 (2005)
 Alejandro Jenkins. Sprinkler Head Revisited: Momentum, Forces, and Flows in Machian Propulsion (2009), 

arXiv:0908.3190v1 [physics.flu-dyn]
 H. Joachim Schlichting, B. Rodewald. Physicalische Phänomene am Dampf-Jet-Boot. Praxis der 

Naturwissenschaften, Physik 39/8, 19 (1990), http://www.uni-
muenster.de/imperia/md/content/fachbereich_physik/didaktik_physik/publikationen/dampfjetboot_neu.pdf

 Peter Märki. Physikalischer Hintergrund (klagenspiel.ch), http://www.klangspiel.ch/boat_physics/
 Putt-Putt-Boot (wundersamessammelsurium.info, 2006), 

http://www.wundersamessammelsurium.info/warmes/putt_putt_boot/index.html



  

Reading
 Marc Horovitz. Build a pop-pop boat (nmia.com), http://www.nmia.com/~vrbass/pop-pop/buildpop.htm, 

http://www.nmia.com/~vrbass/pop-pop/ 
 Angebo(o)t (phantasia-versand.com, 2005), http://www.phantasia-versand.com/resources/Boots-Angeboot+4-

2005.pdf
 Andre Adrian. Knatterboot (andreadrian.de, 2010), http://www.andreadrian.de/knatterboot/,   

http://www.andreadrian.de/knatterboot/seq_2_gd_divx.avi
 Make a Ponyo Putt Putt (Pop Pop) boat (sciencetoymaker.org), 

http://www.sciencetoymaker.org/boat/index.htm, http://www.sciencetoymaker.org/boat/patents.html
 Wikipedia: Pop pop boat, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pop_pop_boat
 Wikipedia: Knatterboot, http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knatterboot
 Wikipedia: Moteur pop-pop, http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moteur_pop-pop
 Jean-Yves Renaud. Flux d'aspiration : approche théorique (eclecticspace.net, 2006), 

http://www.eclecticspace.net/poppop/jy/Flux_Aspiration_Approche_Theo_V2_0.pdf
 PuttPutt Steam Boats: Full Steam Ahead! (puttputtboats.com), http://www.puttputtboats.com/ 
 Pop pop boats (poppopman.co.uk), http://www.poppopman.co.uk/ 
 Site des Pop-Pop (pop-pop.fr), http://www.pop-pop.fr/
 Bateau à moteur pop-pop (eclecticspace.net), http://www.eclecticspace.net/index2.php?rub=poppop
 Désiré Thomas Piot (waterocket.explorer.free.fr), http://waterocket.explorer.free.fr/piot.htm
 Wie funktioniert ein Wasserkolbenmotor (knatter-tom.de), 

http://web.archive.org/web/20070703232557/http://www.knatter-tom.de/prinzip.html



  

What is the minimum speed needed to pull an object attached to a rope over 
a water surface so that is does not sink. Investigate the relevant parameters 
experimentally and theoretically.

Problem No. 11 “Water ski”



  



  



  

Reading

 Ashley Martin and Dani DeLaurentis. The Physics of Water-skiing (suberic.net), 
http://www.suberic.net/~avon/mxphysics/dani%20and%20ashley/Dani%20and%20Ashley.htm, 
http://www.suberic.net/~avon/mxphysics/dani%20and%20ashley/final%20paper%20on%20sking
%20for%20webpage.htm, http://www.suberic.net/~avon/mxphysics/dani%20and%20ashley/Physics
%20Proposal.htm, http://www.suberic.net/~avon/mxphysics/dani%20and%20ashley/data
%20analysis%20for%20skiing.htm 

 Sarah Winkler. How Waterskiing Works (howstuffworks.com), 
http://adventure.howstuffworks.com/outdoor-activities/water-sports/water-skiing2.htm

 Kathy Michael. The Physics of Water-skiing (urbana.k12.oh.us, 2003), 
http://web.archive.org/web/20100114084728/http://www.urbana.k12.oh.us/HSzab/proj200304/micha
elkf/KaMichael.htm

 David Benzel and Ben Favret. The Complete Guide to Water Skiing. Human Kinetics (Champagne, 
Illinois, 1997)

 Louis A. Bloomfield. How Things Work: the Physics of Everyday Life (John Wiley & Sons, New 
York, 2001), p. 154

 Jerry S. Faughn and Raymond A. Serway. Physics (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Austin, Texas, 
2002), pp. 332–335

 Mukul Patel and Michael Wright. How Things Work Today (Crown Publishers, New York, New York, 
2000), pp. 124–125



  

Reading
 How To Buy Water Skiing Equipment (sportsauthority.com), 

http://www.sportsauthority.com/info/index.jsp?categoryId=222800&infoPath=222972
 The physics of Waterskiing (physicsforums.com), 

https://www.physicsforums.com/threads/the-physics-of-waterskiing.16018/ 
 L. Rosellini, F. Hersen, C. Clanet, and L. Bocquet. Skipping stones. J..Fluid 

Mech. 543, 137 (2006), https://www.irphe.fr/~clanet/PaperFile/JFM_skippingstones.pdf
 C. Clanet, F.Hersen, and L. Bocquet. Secrets of successful stone-skipping. Nature 427, 

29 (2004), https://www.irphe.fr/~clanet/PaperFile/Nature-stone.pdf



  

Develop a fluid lens system with adjustable focus. Investigate the quality and 
possible applications of your system.

Problem No. 12 “Liquid lens”



  

 What methods can be used to record the refractions in a lens?

September 5, 2006

How to obtain high-quality imagery?



  



  

Questions
 Can possible designs of such a lens be classified into types? Are they thick or thin lenses?
 What shape has the lens in each case, depending on relevant parameters? How to describe 

this shape mathematically?
 How is it possible to control the shape of the lens? (charge a droplet? pump water? contain 

the droplet with a movable diaphragm? rotate the liquid mass? …?)
 Is it possible to describe theoretically the light refraction in the lens, using the information on 

shape and the Snell’s law? What are the optical parameters of the lens? Is it correct to speak 
e.g. of a focus distance?

 What is a caustic and a catastrophe in optics? Are they relevant to the problem? Does the 
system allow approaching wave effects, such as interference or diffraction?

 What are the parameters describing features and quality of any lens?
 How such a lens can be used? (assemble a CCD camera? observe Newton’s rings? study 

rainbows? …?)



  

Reading
 P.-G. de Gennes, F. Brochard-Wyart, D. Quéré. Gouttes, bulles, perles et ondes (Paris, éd. Belin, 

2002), pp. 38 – 67
 Wikipedia: Lens, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lens_%28optics%29
 S. Kwon and L. P. Lee. Focal length control by microfabricated planar electrodes-based liquid lens 

(µPELL). Proc. 11th Int. Conf. on Solid State Sensors and Actuators Transducers, vol. 1342, pp. 
1348-1351 (2001), http://www-
bsac.eecs.berkeley.edu/publications/search/send_publication_pdf2client.php?pubID=1039234366

 J. Chen, W. Wang, J. Fang, and K. Varahramyan. Variable-focusing microlens with microfluidic 
chip. J. Micromech. Microeng. 14, 675–680 (2004), 
http://www.holochip.com/technology/pdf/LATechFluidLens.pdf

 M. Bienia, C. Quilliet, and M. Vallade. Modification of Drop Shape Controlled by Electrowetting. 
Langmuir 19, 9328-9333 (2003), http://www-liphy.ujf-
grenoble.fr/pagesperso/quilliet/publis/Langmuir2003.pdf

 J. A. Lock and J. H. Andrews. Optical caustics in natural phenomena. Am. J. Phys. 60, 5, 397-407 
(1992)

 Я. Е. Гегузин. Капля // Научно-популярная серия АН СССР, 2-ое доп. изд. — М., Наука, 1977
 J. Theofel. Solution of the problem No. 15 “Bight Spots” for IYPT’1999
 Л. Прандтль — О. Титьенс. «Гидро- и аэромеханика», т.1 — М., Л.: ГТТИ, 1933, стр. 21—26
 Л. Г. Лойцянский. Механика жидкости и газа. — М., Л.: ГИТТЛ, 1950, стр. 112—113
 D.-Ch. Su and Ch.-W. Chang. A new technique for measuring the affective focal length of a thick 

lens or a compound lens. Opt. Comm. 78, 2 118–122 (1990)



  

Reading
 Wikipedia: Aberration, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_aberration
 Wikipedia: Spherical Aberration, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical_aberration
 Wikipedia: Meniscus, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meniscus
 Optics Tutorial - 8 - Cardinal Points (youtube.com, from opticsrealm, Dec 6, 2012), 

http://youtu.be/Hm3ZWI6I6pI
 C. Clanet and D. Quéré. Onset of menisci. J. Fluid Mech. 460, 131-149 (2002), 

https://www.irphe.fr/~clanet/PaperFile/JFM-Meniscus.pdf
 J. A. Lock, C. L. Adler, and R. W. Fleet.  Rainbows in the grass. I. External-reflection rainbows 

from pendant droplets.  Applied Optics 47, 34, H203-H213 (2008)
 C. L. Adler, J. A. Lock, and R. W. Fleet. Rainbows in the grass. II. Arbitrary diagonal incidence. 

Applied Optics 47, 34, H214-H219  (2008)
 J. A. Lock and E. A. Hovenac. Internal caustic structure of illuminated liquid droplets. J. Opt. Soc. 

Am. A – Opt. Image Sci. and Vision 8, 10, 1541-1553 (1991)
 G. Dagosta. Time evolution of the caustics of a laser heated liquid-film. Applied Optics 29, 1023 

(1990)
 J. A. Lock. Using refraction caustics to monitor evaporation of liquid-drop lenses. Applied Optics 

29, 4599 (1990)
 S. Fordham. On the calculation of surface tension from measurements of pendant drops. Proc. 

Royal Soc. London A 194, 1 (1948)



  

Reading
 M. V. Berry. Elliptic umbilic diffraction catastrophe. Phil. Trans. Royal Soc. London A 291, 453 

(1979)
 P. L. Marston. Hyperbolic umbilic diffraction catastrophe and rainbow scattering from spheroidal 

drops. Nature 312, 529 (1984)
 V. Khare. Theory of rainbow. Phys. Rev. Lett. 33, 976 (1974)
 A. Latham Baker. Thick-lens optics: An elementary treatise for the student and the amateur (D. 

van Nostrand, 1912), https://archive.org/details/thicklensopticse00bakerich
 W. F. Long. Thick lenses and lens systems (drdrbill.com, 2007), 

http://www.drdrbill.com/downloads/optics/geometric-optics/Thick_Lenses.pdf
 Thick lens formula (scienceworld.wolfram.com),

http://scienceworld.wolfram.com/physics/ThickLensFormula.html
 Thick lenses and ABCD formalism (sisu.edu), 

http://www.sjsu.edu/faculty/beyersdorf/Archive/Phys158F06/10-12%20Thick%20Lenses%20and
%20the%20ABCD%20formalism.pdf

 R. Kingslake and R. B. Johnson. Lens design fundamentals (Academic Press, 2009), 
http://f3.tiera.ru/2/E_Engineering/EO_Optical%20devices/Kingslake%20R.,%20Johnson%20R.B.
%20Lens%20Design%20Fundamentals%20(2ed.,%20AP,%202009)(ISBN%20012374301X)(O)
(570s)_EO_.pdf



  

Measure the change of the optical properties of the skin of a balloon during 
its inflation. 

Problem No. 13 “Balloon”



  



[František Kundracik 2006]



  

Questions
 What physical effects may be relevant to describe the change of optical properties of 

the balloon:
 light polarization?
 light absorption?
 light scattering?

 What is the transmitted, reflected, and scattered light intensity as a function of 
deformation? As a function of optical path length? As a function of anisotropy? As a 
function of incident light polarization?

 What are the key optical properties of rubber films?



  

Reading

 What happens to a balloon's optical properties when you inflate it? (reddit.com, 2014), 
https://www.reddit.com/r/askscience/comments/1v3lr9/what_happens_to_a_balloons_optic
al_properties/

 R. S. Stein. On the inflating of balloons. J. Chem. Educ. 35, 4, 203 (1958) 
 H. Schuring, R. Stannarius, C. Tolksdorf, and R. Zentel. Liquid Crystal Elastomer Balloons. 

Macromolecules 34, 3962-3972 (2001), 
http://www.ovgu.de/anp/publications/ma000841q.pdf

 Yu. I. Kotov, V. I. Gerasimov, D. Ya. Tsvankin. Small angle light scattering from uniaxially 
oriented films of sku-8 urethane rubber. J. App. Spectroscopy 13, 6, 1667–1668 (1970)

 Rubber and Rubber Balloons: Paradigms of Thermodynamics (eds Ingo Müller, Peter 
Strehlow, Springer, 2004)



  

Suggest a mechanism that makes buildings resistant to earthquakes. 
Perform experiments and explain the results.

Problem No. 14 “Earthquake”



  [Andrei Selivanov 2007]



  

Reading
 Charles J. Ammon. Earthquake Effects: Shaking, Landslides, Liquefaction, and Tsunamis 

(http://eqseis.geosc.psu.edu/~cammon/), 
http://eqseis.geosc.psu.edu/~cammon/HTML/Classes/IntroQuakes/Notes/earthquake_effects.html

 Jeffrey S. Barker. Eathquake demos (geol.binghamton.edu), 
http://web.archive.org/web/20070207073213/http://www.geol.binghamton.edu/faculty/barker/demos/
demo6.html, 
http://web.archive.org/web/20070207072639/http://www.geol.binghamton.edu/faculty/barker/demos/
demo8.html

 Henri Gavin and John Dolbow. Building Vibrations: Analysis, Visualization and Experimentation 
(shodor.org/~reneeg, 2002), 
http://web.archive.org/web/20050422090844/http://www.shodor.org/~reneeg/weave/module1/m1inde
x.html 

 C. Christopoulos: Research (civil.engineering.utoronto.ca), 
http://web.archive.org/web/20070210042001/http://www.civil.engineering.utoronto.ca/infoabout/staff/
professors/Professor_C__Christopoulos/Research.htm

 How can a building withstand an earthquake? (utoronto.ca), 
http://web.archive.org/web/20070815122621/http://www.newsandevents.utoronto.ca/bios/askus9.ht
m

 Constructing an earthquake-proof building (biopoint.com), 
http://web.archive.org/web/20070220090306/http://www.biopoint.com/roe2000/earthquakes.html

 Ted Latham. Construct earthquake-proof buildings (school.discovery.com), 
http://web.archive.org/web/20070209050122/http://school.discovery.com/lessonplans/programs/eart
hquakeproof/



  

Problem No. 15 “Blowpipe”

Investigate the motion of a projectile inside a blowpipe. Determine the 
conditions for maximum exit velocity when blown by mouth.





  

Questions
 The projectile is not an ideal piston, and the compressed air is likely to leak through the gap between the 

tube and the projectile. How to characterize these leaks and their influence on the motion of the projectile?
 What are the natural limitations of the human lungs in achieving the maximum compression in the tube, in 

controlling the compression over time, and in other relevant parameters? What of these parameters can be 
measured, e.g. the minimum discharge time, total volume of the air in the lungs, or skills to control air flow?

 How does the effective compression depend on the diameter or length of the tube? What is the time 
dependence of the air pressure inside the tube as the projectile moves ahead, but some new air is blown in 
at the same time?

 What strategy of blowing air inside the tube should be chosen to achieve the optimum acceleration of the 
projectile? (blowing first faster, then slower? first slower, then faster? the optimum timeline for changing the 
intensity? at what moment to apply the maximum intensity?)

 What is the overall lag time between creating a compression and the shot?
 What parameters of the tube (diameter? length? surface properties?) may be controlled?
 What parameters of the projectile (mass? shape?) may be controlled? What material is best for the 

projectiles, and what aerodynamic properties should it have?
 What is the role of the friction between the projectile and the tube surface, and the air resistance?
 Would it be difficult to develop a theory including all relevant parameters as tunable variables? Is it worth 

modeling the system numerically?
 How to best measure the speed of the projectile at different points (with a ballistic pendulum? a high-speed 

camera? an induction coil?) At what degree the exit speed is reproduced, if the experiment is repeated?
 Overall, what is your conclusion on the problem? What parameters need to be tuned to maximize the exit 

speed? What are the optimum time dependences for achieving this speed?



  

Reading
 Guenter Schwarz, L. T. Bayliss, and C. F. Ffolliott. Using a Blowgun with the Ballistic Pendulum. 

Am. J. Phys. 36, 6, 558–559 (1968)
 Wikipedia: Blowgun, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blowgun 
 Koji Tsukamoto and Masanori Uchino. The Blowgun Demonstration Experiment. Phys. Teach. 46, 

6, 334–336 (2008)
 James Stuart Koch. A Brief History Of Primitive & Traditional Blowguns (alcheminc.com), 

http://www.alcheminc.com/blowgunhist.html
 Caveman's Home: A website dedicated to designing and using blowgun darts (polar-

electric.com/Blowgun), http://www.polar-electric.com/Blowgun/Darts/index.html
 Actual Measured Blowgun Tube Pressure Data: Doug's Useless Web Site (dtracy.home.ionet.net), 

http://web.archive.org/web/20101218063715/http://dtracy.home.ionet.net/id14.html
 Blowguns: Doug's Blowgun Center (dtracy.home.ionet.net), 

http://web.archive.org/web/20110118041133/http://dtracy.home.ionet.net/id8.html 
 Don Rathjen. Marshmallow Puff Tube (exo.net/~donr, 2007), 

http://www.exo.net/~donr/activities/Marshmallow_Puff_Tube.pdf



  

Arrange a corrugated drainage pipe, or similar, on an incline. Allow water to 
flow through the pipe and then carefully stop the flow. Investigate the 
behaviour of the system when water is dropped into the pipe.

Problem No. 16 “Water cascade”



  

Reading
 H. Luo, M. G. Blyth, C. Pozrikidis. Two-layer flow in a corrugated channel. J. Engng Maths. Submitted 

(2005)
 C. G. Dassori, J. A. Deiber, and A. E. Cassano. Slow two-phase flow through a sinusoidal channel. Intl J. 

Multiphase Flow 10, 181–193 (1984)
 C. Kouris and J. Tsamopoulos. Concentric core–annular flow in a circular tube of slowly varying cross-

section. Chem. Engng Sci. 55, 5509–5530 (2000)
 C. Kouris and J. Tsamopoulos. Concentric core–annular flow in a periodically constricted circular tube. Part 

1. Steady-state, linear stability and energy analysis. J. Fluid Mech. 432, 31–68 (2001)
 C. Pozrikidis. E ect of surfactants on film flow down a periodic wall. J. Fluid Mech. 496, 105–127 (2003)ff
 C. Pozrikidis. Instability of multi-layer channel and film flows. Adv. Appl. Mech. 40, 179–239 (2004)
 H.-H. Wei and D. S. Rumschitzki. The linear stability of a core–annular flow in an asymptotically corrugated 

tube. J. Fluid Mech. 466, 113–147 (2002)
 H.-H. Wei and D. S. Rumschitzki. The weakly nonlinear interfacial stability of a core-annular flow in a 

corrugated tube. J. Fluid Mech. 466, 149–177 (2002).
 C.-S. Yih. Stability of liquid flow down an inclined plane. Phys. Fluids 6, 321 (1963) 
 H. Luo and C. Pozrikidis. Shear-driven and channel flow of a liquid film over a corrugated or indented wall. J. 

Fluid Mech. 556, 167–188 (2006), http://challenge.vuse.vanderbilt.edu/Publications/LP_film0.pdf
 S. P. Lin. Instability of a liquid film flowing down an inclined plane. Phys. Fluids 10, 308 (1967)
 J. M. Floryan, S. H. Davis, and R. E. Kelly. Instabilities of a liquid film flowing down a slightly inclined 

plane. Phys. Fluids 30, 983 (1987) 
 B. Gjevik. Occurrence of finite-amplitude surface waves of falling liquid films. Phys. Fluids 13, 1918 (1970)



  

Reading
 G. J. Roskes. Three-dimensional long waves on a liquid film. Phys. Fluids 13, 1440 (1970) 
 J. M. Davis and S. M. Troian. Generalized linear stability of noninertial coating flows over topographical 

features. Phys. Fluids 17, 072103 (2005) 
 R. E. Khayat and S. R. Welke. Influence of inertia, gravity, and substrate topography on the two-dimensional 

transient coating flow of a thin Newtonian fluid film. Phys. Fluids 13, 355 (2001) 
 S. Kalliadasis, C. Bielarz, and G. M. Homsy. Steady free-surface thin film flows over topography. Phys. 

Fluids 12, 1889 (2000) 
 C. Bielarz and S. Kalliadasis. Time-dependent free-surface thin film flows over topography. Phys. Fluids 15, 

2512 (2003)
 L. A. Dávalos-Orozco and F. H. Busse. Instability of a thin film flowing on a rotating horizontal or inclined 

plane. Phys. Rev. E 65, 026312 (2002) 
 J. Liu, B. Schneider, and J. P. Gollub. Three-dimensional instabilities of film flows. Phys. Fluids 7, 55 (1995) 
 L. A. Davalos-Orozco. Nonlinear instability of a thin film flowing down a smoothly deformed surface. Phys. 

Fluids 19, 074103 (2007) 
 A. Oron and C. Heining. Weighted-residual integral boundary-layer model for the nonlinear dynamics of thin 

liquid films falling on an undulating vertical wall. Phys. Fluids 20, 082102 (2008)
 C. Ruyer-Quil and P. Manneville. Further accuracy and convergence results on the modeling of flows down 

inclined planes by weighted-residual approximations. Phys. Fluids 14, 170 (2002) 
 H. -C. Chang, E. A. Demekhin, and E. Kalaidin. Coherent structures, self-similarity and universal roll wave 

coarsening dynamics. Phys. Fluids 12, 2268 (2000) 



  

Reading
 K. Argyriadi, M. Vlachogiannis, and V. Bontozoglou. Experimental study of inclined film flow along periodic 

corrugations: The effect of wall steepness. Phys. Fluids 18, 012102 (2006)
 M. G. Blyth and C. Pozrikidis. Film flow down an inclined plane over a three-dimensional obstacle. Phys. 

Fluids 18, 052104 (2006) 
 A. Mazouchi and G. M. Homsy. Free surface Stokes flow over topography. Phys. Fluids 13, 2751 (2001)
 K. Argyriadi, M. Vlachogiannis, and V. Bontozoglou. Experimental study of inclined film flow along periodic 

corrugations: The effect of wall steepness. Phys. Fluids 18, 012102 (2006)
 A. Wierschem, M. Scholle, and N. Aksel. Vortices in film flow over strongly undulated bottom profiles at low 

Reynolds numbers. Phys. Fluids 15, 426 (2003)
 T. Bohr, V. Putkaradze, and S. Watanabe. Averaging theory for the structure of hydraulic jumps and 

separation in laminar free-surface flows. Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 1038 (1997)
 A. Wierschem and N. Aksel. Hydraulic jumps and standing waves in gravity-driven flows of viscous liquids in 

wavy open channels. Phys. Fluids 16, 3868 (2004)
 A. Wierschem and N. Aksel. Influence of inertia on eddies created in films creeping over strongly undulated 

substrates. Phys. Fluids 16, 4566 (2004)
 R. Goodwin and G. M. Homsy. Viscous flow down a slope in the vicinity of a contact line. Phys. Fluids A 3, 

515 (1991) 
 C.-S. Yih. Stability of liquid flow down an inclined plane. Phys. Fluids 6, 321 (1963)
 J. Liu and J. P. Gollub. Solitary wave dynamics of film flows. Phys. Fluids 6, 1702 (1994) 



  

Reading
 A. Mazouchi and G. M. Homsy. Free surface Stokes flow over topography. Phys. Fluids 13, 2751 (2001)
 A. Defina and F. M. Susin. Hysteretic behavior of the flow under a vertical sluice gate. Phys. Fluids 15, 2541 

(2003)
 L. A. Dávalos-Orozco. Nonlinear instability of a thin film flowing down a smoothly deformed surface. Phys. 

Fluids 19, 074103 (2007)
 S. J. D. D'Alessio, J. P. Pascal, and H. A. Jasmine. Instability in gravity-driven flow over uneven surfaces. 

Phys. Fluids 21, 062105 (2009) 
 T. Häcker and H. Uecker. An integral boundary layer equation for film flow over inclined wavy 

bottoms. Phys. Fluids 21, 092105 (2009) 
 M. Sellier. Substrate design or reconstruction from free surface data for thin film flows. Phys. Fluids 20, 

062106 (2008)
 C. Heining and N. Aksel. Bottom reconstruction in thin-film flow over topography: Steady solution and linear 

stability. Phys. Fluids 21, 083605 (2009)
 Eugene S. Benilov and M. I. Yaremchuk. On water-wave propagation in a long channel with corrugated 

boundaries. Wave Motion 13, 2, 115–121 (1991)
 C. Heining. Velocity field reconstruction in gravity-driven flow over unknown topography. Phys. Fluids 23, 

032101 (2011)
 A. Wierschem and N. Aksel. Hydraulic jumps and standing waves in gravity-driven flows of viscous liquids in 

wavy open channels. Phys. Fluids 16, 3868 (2004)



  

Problem No. 17 “Ice bulge”

Fill a plastic tray with water. When frozen, under certain conditions, a bulge 
can appear on the surface. Investigate this phenomenon.



  

[Staszic 2007] 





  

Reading
 Herbert Grove Dorsey. Peculiar ice formations. Phys. Rev. 18, 2, 162–164 (1921) 
 Wikipedia: Ice spike, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ice_spike
 Stephen W. Morris. Got spikes on your ice cubes? (University of Toronto), 

http://www.physics.utoronto.ca/~smorris/edl/icespikes/icespikes.html
 Charles A. Knight. An exploratory study of ice-cube spikes. J. Glaciology 51, 173, 191–200 (2005) 
 Michael T. Rosenstein. Spike growing on ice cube video, 

http://www.physics.utoronto.ca/~smorris/edl/icespikes/cube.mov
 Lesley Hill, Russ Sampson and Edward Lozowski. Controlled ice spike growth video at 50X, 

http://www.physics.utoronto.ca/~smorris/edl/icespikes/Lozowski_icespike.avi
 Miles Chen. Ice spike formation induced by dendritic ice sheets (University of Toronto, 1993), 

http://www.physics.utoronto.ca/~smorris/edl/icespikes/Chen_icespikes_report.pdf
 John Hallet. Crystal growth and the formation of spikes in the surface of supercooled water. 

Journal of Glaciology 3, 28, 698–704 (1960), 
http://www.igsoc.org/journal/3/28/igs_journal_vol03_issue028_pg698-704.pdf

 A description of the process as observed by Miles Chen, email, 
http://www.physics.utoronto.ca/~smorris/edl/icespikes/chen.txt

 K. G. Libbrecht and K. Lui. An investigation of laboratory-grown “ice spikes”. J. Glaciology 50, 
170, 371–374 (2004), arXiv:cond-mat/0310267v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci], 
http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/icespikes/icespikes.pdf



  

Reading
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 You, too, can grow ice-cube spikes in your very own freezer! (Wonder Quest, October 25, 2005), 

http://www.wonderquest.com/ice-cube-spike.htm
 A pleasant surprise in the freezer (evilmadscientist.com, November 3, 2009), 

http://www.evilmadscientist.com/article.php/icespikes
 James R. Carter. Other unusual formations of ice // Ice formations with daily (diurnal) freeze/thaw 
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Questions

 Is the problem about formation of a curved ice surface in the vessel (“low hill”), or thin 
and high “ice spike”?

 What parameters of the system influence the water freezing process:
 ambient temperature in the refrigerator vs initial water temperature, heat flux, 

presence of airflows, and the cooling rate overall?
 purity of water, and its properties such as heat conductivity, density and 

specific heat capacity?
 linear dimensions and material of the vessel?

 How to directly observe the freezing process? (place a camera into the refrigerator?) 
What key effect are visible?

 Are supercooling effects of any relevance?
 What is the reproducibility of results, if the experiment is repeated? Is it possible to 

approach statistically the size distributions of “ice bulges”?



                    *  *  *

…I wish you were aware from what stray matter
Springs poetry to prosper without shame,
Like dandelions which the children scatter
Or pigweed of the lowly name.

An angry shout, the molten tar’s hot stinging,
A magic growth of mould upon a wall...
And straightaway the verse is gaily ringing
To gladden one and all.

Anna Akhmatova, The Secrets of Craft

21 January, 1940
Translated by Peter Tempest 

Анна Ахматова. Стихотворения. 
На англ. яз. с параллельными 
рус. текстами. ― М.: Радуга, 
1988. Стр. 151, 153



  



  

 Nobody needs an infinitely perfect report in an infinite time!

 If you cannot solve the entire problem, decide what is really 
necessary and solve a partial problem

 If you can solve the entire problem, nevertheless decide what 
partial case is sufficient, and your solution will be much better

 Be brave in what you do, but always reserve a great degree of 
scientific skepticism!

To work towards results?



  

Feynman: being self-confident?

 I've very often made mistakes 
in my physics by thinking the 
theory isn't as good as it really 
is, thinking that there are lots 
of complications that are going 
to spoil it 

 - an attitude that anything can 
happen, in spite of what you're 
pretty sure should happen.

R. P. Feynman. Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman (Norton, New York, NY, 1985)



  

These problems have no solution?
 “But, my dear fellows,” said Feodor Simeonovich, having deciphered 

the handwriting. “This is Ben Beczalel's problem! Didn't Cagliostro 
prove that it had no solution?”

 “We know that it has no solution, too,” said Junta. “But we wish to 
learn how to solve it.”

 “How strangely you reason, Cristo…  How can you look for a 
solution, where it does not exist? It's some sort of nonsense.” 

 “Excuse me, Feodor, but it's you who are reasoning strangely. It's 
nonsense to look for a solution if it already exists. We are talking 
about how to deal with a problem that has no solution. This is a 
question of profound principle…”

Arkady Strugatsky and Boris Strugatsky

Quote from: Arkady Strugatsky and Boris Strugatsky. Monday Begins on Saturday. 
Translated from the Russian. (The Young Guard Publishing House, Moscow, 1966)



The best physicist is Yakov Frenkel, who 
uses only quadratic equations in his 
papers. I am slightly worse, because I 
need ordinary differential equations. Fock, 
however, always needs partial differential 
equations.

A quote attributed to Lev Landau
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